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ABSTRACT

We studied the design and performance of a small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) instrument for

a proposed 1MW, 60 Hz long pulsed spallation source at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center

(LANSCE). An analysis of the effects of source characteristics and chopper performance

combined with instrument simulations using the LANSCE Monte Carlo instrument simulations

package shows that the To chopper should be no more than 5 m from the source with the frame

overlap and frame definition choppers at 5.6 and greater than 7 m, respectively. The study

showed that an optimal pulse structure has an exponential decaying tail with x ~ 750 u,s. The

Monte Carlo simulations were used to optimize the LPSS SANS, showing that an optimal length is

18 m. The simulations show that an instrument with variable length is best to match the needs of a

given measurement. The performance of the optimized LPSS instrument was found to be

comparable with present world standard instruments.

INTRODUCTION
Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) is an important technique to consider on any neutron

source, as there is high demand for this type of measurement in biology, polymer science,

metallurgy, critical phenomena, etc. Science using SANS focuses on low resolution

measurements probing large length scales of order 10 -1000 A. The inverse relation between

length scale and momentum transfer, Q, which is related to the scattering angle 28 and the incident

neutron wavelength, A,, by

g s ig s i n f l , 1
A

implies not only that the scattering intensity, I(Q), be measured at small angles, but the

measurement also make use of long wavelengths. Thus, neutrons used for SANS measurements

should be from a well equilibrated cold moderator source. Cold neutrons have significant

equilibration times and therefore have relatively long pulse widths (~100 us) even for decoupled

moderators. On the other hand, coupled moderators have increased flux in this very low energy

regime by making use of reflectors that feed neutrons back into the moderator, but at the expense

of increasing the pulse width from between ~ 300 \is to greater than ~ 1 ms depending on the

reflector/moderator characteristics [1]. The resulting long pulse structure gives low time of flight

(TOF) resolution that is well matched to the geometry of the instrument, and has the great

advantage of high intensity. These response times are not well matched to the ~ 1 us pulse of a

short pulsed spallation source (SPSS), which is expensive to produce and which is limited on the

total current to target, due to charge density limitation in the ring structures needed to produce a



short pulse. Thus, a long pulsed spallation source (LPSS) with a proton pulse width matched to

the moderator response times is potentially beneficial for a SANS measurement.

A 1 MW LPSS will be available at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE). This

source uses a high intensity proton beam from the existing linac which will deliver proton pulses

with 1 ms duration proton pulses at 60 Hz. Coupled liquid hydrogen moderators on this source

will give a cold neutron flux that is approximately 0.25 that of CS-2 at the Institut Laue Langevin

[1]. The purpose of this paper is to explore the design of a SANS instrument for the LANSCE

1MW LPSS and make comparisons of the performance of this instruments with SANS on an

SPSS and continuous (reactor) sources. The LANSCE 1MW LPSS source parameters are not

optimal for realizing the full potential gains from using time of flight (TOF) on an LPSS-SANS;

nonetheless, we show that by making use of the good match between source characteristics, the

instrument design and the needs of the measurement, an instrument can still be built that will be on

par with Dl 1 at the Institut-Laue Langevin. Dl 1 provides one of the highest flux per resolution of

any SANS instrument in the world.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Any new SANS instrument should be designed to meet the goals specified at the Berkeley LPSS

workshop in 1995 [2]. Foremost among these goals is that new machines have significantly

higher count rate in each resolution element. Thus, we consider the use of a high power LPSS

using a coupled liquid hydrogen moderator. Improved signal-to-noise was deemed essential in

using the additional count rate effectively. A need for variable resolution was seen to be important,

extending from the traditional 10% a(Q)/Q to higher resolution values of 2%, as systems of greater

complexity are considered. Finally good dynamic range, accessing a Q-domain of 0.001 - 0.5 A*1

was seen to be important in order to access as broad a domain of length scales as possible. We

consider a design that meets these two later goals as closely as practical.

The basic design issues that need to be considered are the instrument geometry, the source

characteristics and the number, positions and phasing of choppers. The basic rules or optimal

instrument geometry have been understood for some time [3]. Thus, we use the cone rule to

produce a beam that converges at the detector. The entrance and exit collimation apertures are as

close to the source and the sample as possible, respectively, with the sample position half way

between the source and the detector. The only issue here is the optimal instrument length, L,

which is interrelated to choppers and source characteristics, and we consider the optimal length in

some detail. We also look at the function of choppers, and analyze the rules governing

performance on a SANS. The balance between the pulse length and the total integrated flux must

be considered as well.



Choppers

There are three choppers with distinctly different functions that are needed in an LPSS, TOF

SANS. The first is the To chopper, which functions to prevent the initial flash of hot neutrons and

y radiation from reaching the detector. The second is the frame definition chopper, which serves to

limit the band length so that TOF frames do not overlap at the detector. The third is the frame

overlap chopper placed to prevent cross talk between frames. Fig. 1 shows a Daemen diagram,

which illustrates how each of the choppers samples the moderator output, A(t,A,).

The neutron wavelengths that reach the detector are the intersection of the areas defined

between each pair of lines given by A, = h/m(tc-t)/Lc ,and t - (mLJh)X = tc + Atc, where Lc is the

distance from the source to the chopper, t is the time that a neutron of wavelength, X, is emitted

from the moderator, and tc, Atc are the time at which the chopper opens and the open duration,

respectively. A simple diagram of the TOF versus distance from the source (Fig. 2) illustrates the

opening and closing times for the three choppers needed on a 60 Hz, 1 ms (0.06 duty factor) LPSS

SANS instruments.

The To chopper limits the available band width at the detector. From a simple geometric

argument, the wavelength bandwidth of neutrons emitted at the same time from the moderator

passed by the chopper, AX., is related to the time interval over which the chopper is open by AX =

h/m(Atc /Lc). Thus, the best possible position for the To chopper on a broad band instrument such

as SANS is close to the source (minimize Lj) up to the limit that the maximum usable wavelength,

^max = %»(" + p)AT/L, is passed. Here, n is the frame number after the pulse in which the neutron

is counted and p is the number of source frequency intervals of duration, AT, between pulses used

in the counting frame. These considerations give the optimal position as

Lc = (l - Ats I AT)L/(n + p), where At is the source pulse length. Because the To chopper is fixed

in position, the upper and lower wavelengths that are likely to be used should be considered

carefully and the To chopper position determined accordingly, consistent with minimizing the

maintenance and engineering difficulties of running a chopper in a high radiation environment. For

a general purpose instrument, AX. is set by the lowest Q required and the dynamic range, and we

take the former to be more important. We set Q ^ to 0.002 A"1, and this requirement relates X ^

and L, through Eq. (1) in the subsequent optimization. The To chopper position should be less

than 5 m for a 60 Hz source, given the optimal instrument length determined below.



The frame definition and frame overlap chopper positions also affect AX,. The spectrum passed

by a chopper is given by the condition that the part of the spectrum, A(t,A), emitted at t by the

source, is t + (m/h)Lc such that X, falls within the interval over which the chopper is open. The

range of wavelengths that is passed by the chopper is constant for the entire pulse width starting at

)' a n d h a s a b a n d w i d t h

m Lc

provided that Ats< Atc, which is a requirement for the existence of this region. This bandwidth

defines the "umbra" shown in black in Fig. 2. There are two "penumbra" regions, shown in gray

in Fig. 2, where the wavelengths sampled change linearly with TOF. The first "penumba" at small

TOF starts at A ^ = yj?e
 ~*S)LC • A t lager TOF there is a second "penumbra" starting

**wta = Vm^^'^Xc- The bandwidth of each penumbra region is AA' = % , ( % ) • This

expression combined with the requirement that the full AX, fit within AT gives the relation,

AT = —(Arc + Ats)-Ats. 3

Eq. (2) shows that the bandwidth of the "umbra" scales with Atc, and Eq. (2) and (3) taken

together show that by moving the chopper away from the source as far as possible, Atc can be

made as large as practical, thus increasing the fraction of the "umbra" in the TOF frame, as

^ 4

AT L(Atc + Ats)-LcAts'

where A^ is the duration of TOF for the "umbra".

We used the LANSCE Monte Carlo instrument simulation code [4] to calculate the integral for

the part of A(t,X,) passed by the chopper system, taking into account the complete characteristics of

A(t,X,) computed for a coupled cold moderator and anticipated error in chopper phasing and jitter.

From this calculation (Fig. 3) we see that the "penumbra effect" has a significant effect when the

choppers are too close to the source on both X ,̂, and on the detector count rate (the area under each

of the curves). We also use these calculations to determine the optimal disk chopper positions



from the source for a 60 Hz, 1 ms LPSS SANS to be between 4.2 and 5.6 m for the overlap

chopper and greater than 7 m for the frame definition chopper.

SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS

The TOF resolution for SANS instruments at pulsed sources is affected by pulse width and shape.

The count rate is determined by the total usable neutrons. Thus there is a balance between these

two factors that must be considered in determining the optimal source characteristics. The SANS

instrument is affected mostly by two characteristics: the peak brilliance and the peak shape. The

latter is modeled by a main peak function convoluted with one or two exponential functions

describing the tails of the pulse in time [5]. In SANS, the integrated A(t,A.) contribute to the

detector count rate is affected by both the peak height and width and the length of the exponential

tail(s) parameterized by the time constant(s), x. The peak width and the x(s) contribute to the TOF

resolution. The exponential tail length in a coupled moderator is determined by the material and

geometry of the moderator/reflector system. Here, we assume a split-target/flux-trap moderator

coupled to a composite Be-Pb reflector [1]. The values of x varies with the thickness of the Be

shell from 270 to 1700 ps (Fig. 4). We use the Monte Carlo instrument simulation package to

integrate the different A(t,A.) to obtain the TOF signal at the detector (Fig. 4). We note two effects:

First, the value of A. at which the spectrum peaks, as measured at the detector, varies directly with

X. Second, the value of the integral over time, which is the total count at the detector, has a

maximum for x between 500 and 800 \is, assuming that all the neutrons passed by the chopper

system are useful. For this range of x, <r(t)« x for the pulse. The condition for x being consistent

with the Q-resolution is,
rr(/y\ 1 re(Q\ 1 U <r

5Q Vm 6' ' 6' mLo{6)

Thus, by choosing a particular moderator-reflector combination, and hence setting x, we limit the

usable ratio A at a given L and angular resolution, a(0). The later two quantities are fixed for any

given instrument configuration, and d'is the minimum angle on the detector that data can be used

consistent with a(Q)/Q. Thus, the source characteristics of total neutron pulse length, given by x,

along with, a(0) and L determine the minimum wavelength and the fraction of the detector that can

be used. This condition along with the frame overlap condition, gives the total band width as,



h rd'
.resolution condition , , , N .„,

m a x mLc(d) ^^hin + p)AT
, frame overlap condition m

.m L

Thus, the choice of x impacts the minimum wavelength that we can use for a given maximum value

of a(9)/6, but only if we chose to count in the first frame. The minimum wavelength is a linear

function of x, so that Xrida ~ 1.7 A for x = 750 us.

OPTIMIZATION

The optimal instrument configuration specified by the sample and detector positions requires that

we maximize a figure of merit (FOM). We chose our FOM as

The natural logarithm of the ratio of the maximum and minimum Q-values is the number of

resolution elements in the reduced data, as a(Q)/Q ~ constant. Thus, this particular FOM

corresponds with that derived from Shannon information theory [6].

Optimization was done by Monte Carlo simulation of a 6-scatterer, which scatters only at

one Q value, and finding the instrument configuration with the maximum I(Q) at a given c(Q) and

Q,^. Here, a(Q)/Q was set equal to 0.1, and Q ^ was set at 0.002 A1. We found that the optimal

instrument length is different in the two cases studied, Q = O.Oland Q = 0.07 A1 (Fig. 5). The

instrument length was 16 m for optimization at Q = 0.07 A1 and 18 m for optimization at Q = 0.01

A'1. In both cases, the sample position is at one half the source to detector distance (Fig. 5), which

is in agreement with the cone rule.

Optimization for the Q = 0.07 A'1 case is more sensitive to total instrument length than

optimization for Q = 0.01 A'1. We can see why this is so from the R-T (detector radius versus

TOF) in Fig. 6. Even with a large, 1 m detector, scattering at large Q runs off the detector if the

instrument is too long. On the other hand if the sample to detector distance is too short, then the

required Q-resolution cannot be achieved over the entire detector. This is because TOF channels

differ in data quality at a given Q largely because the signal is taken from a different part of the

detector [7,8]. Therefore, optimization of a SANS instrument using TOF is a balance of detector

geometry needed to access a particular range of Q values and the Q-resolution needed for a

particular measurement.



Because there are different optimal instrument lengths depending on the region of interest in Q,

we conclude that TOF instrument built on a 60 Hz, 1MW LPSS should have a variable L, rather

than a fixed length prevalent in first generation TOF instruments built on lower rep rate SPSS-type

sources. This implies that the frame definition and frame overlap choppers be phased relative to

the source to adjust the bandwidth of the instrument to match the length. This also implies that a

variable entrance aperture size can be used to preserve the cone rule for focusing onto the detector.

COMPARISON OF INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE FOR AN LPSS, SPSS AND

CW (Dll)

In our comparisons between continuous wave (CW), SPSS and LPSS instruments, each

instrument is optimized for its particular type of source, using the methods described above, with

a(Q)/Q equal to 10% at Q = 0.01 A"1. The CW source is the liquid hydrogen cold source CS-2 at

the ILL. For the pulsed source instruments the output of a coupled, cold hydrogen moderator fed

by a tungsten target is used. The proton pulse width is 1 u,s and 1 ms, respectively for the SPSS

and LPSS cases. For the LPSS a Be-Pb reflector is used. This gives a pulse with an exponential

tail with x = 734 us. A more weakly coupled Ni reflector is used for the SPSS with x = 276 us.

The SPSS gives about 10% less intensity than it would have had, had we simulated it for the more

strongly coupled reflector used in the LPSS simulations [1]. However, the choice of a weaker

coupled reflector for an SPSS is probably more realistic due to the need to service other, higher

resolution instruments with the same facility. The SPSS source is simulated at 30 Hz, resulting is

a duty factor (3 10'5) that is closer to the optimal value for SANS. Intensity is calculated for the

spallation sources given 1 MW total power. The CW source in calculated for a nominal 60 MW

reactor, which is the power of the ILL HFR. The CW instrument uses a "monochromatic" incident

neutron beam, which has a triangular probability distribution for A, with a 12% FWHM (9.8%

a(X)/X) spread. In the pulsed source instruments the neutron pulse is tailored by two choppers for

an LPSS, and one chopper for an SPSS; both the LPSS and SPSS instruments have a To chopper.

Comparisons among instruments on different sources depend on the measurement. Thus, we

show two examples for optimized instruments at an LPSS, SPSS and CW. First, we look at the

intensity and resolution of the instrument for a 5-scatterer at Q = 0.01 A'1 (Table I). The LPSS

case is not capable of obtaining a Q ^ = 0.002 A"1 with 10% resolution simultaneously. Either the

resolution is better than the SPSS and CW cases or a different A ^ can be used resulting in a Q ^

= 0.0024 A'1 with a 10% resolution. For measurements at a single value of Q both the SPSS and



LPSS instruments perform comparable to Dl 1 reseated to the cold source CS-2 at the DLL (Table

I).

We can extend the calculation to 8-scatterers for other Q values for the optimized instruments

and for other instrument configurations, taking into account the variable detector position in our

design, to calculate the response of each instrument as a function of Q. In Fig. 7 we compare the

Q-resolution of the three instruments. An 18 m LPSS or SPSS has resolution comparable to Dl 1

with a 21m configuration (Fig.7), and the 13 m pulse machines are close to the 10 m CW

configuration. The count rates for 1 MW LPSS and SPSS and Dl 1 reseated to CS2 at 60 MW

using different configurations are shown in Fig. 8. The 1 MW, 13 and 18 m pulsed instruments

have count rates that are on the same order of magnitude with andabout half Dl 1 reseated for CS2

at comparable resolutions and Q range.

The response functions shown in Figs. 7 and 8 and in Table I do not give the entire picture.

Details on the comparisons between different types of instruments depend on the requirements of

the experiment. To illustrate this we looked at scattering from a spherical particle to simulate an

actual measurement, asking the question: How much time is required to do a measurement over a

given Q domain for a 'hard sphere' scatterer with R = 150 A? The results are shown in Table n.

The scattering measurements on a 30 Hz, 1MW SPSS require one configuration. The 60 Hz,

1MW LPSS requires two camera settings to obtain this same information, and takes approximately

twice the measurement time. In the CW case, two or more camera settings would be required to

cover the full Q range; however, the resolution for the higher Q range settings are very difficult to

match to the pulsed source cases (see Fig. 7). The lowest camera setting for the CW case is

tabulated in Table II and requires ~ 55 % longer measurement time relative to the 1MW SPSS case.

If one is only interested in measuring a Guinier radius, then the 1MW LPSS measurement time is

only ~ 35 % longer than the 1MW SPSS measurement time. Thus, even with the constraints of an

LPSS at Los Alamos to be at 60 Hz, which limits the bandwidth or total length of a SANS

instrument, the resulting machine will perform at a level comparable with the most intense

instruments available today.
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Table 1

Scattering at Q = 0.01 A"1 for Optimized Configurations of LPSS, SPSS and CW

Sourcea ICQHsV <r(Q) (A"1)0 Q range (A"1)

LPSS (k^ = 10.7 A; 18 m)
LPSS (K^ = 8.8 A; 18 m)
SPSS (k^ = 10.7 A; 18 m)
Dll @ ILL (10 A, 21m)

using CS-2 cold source and
CONSTANZE Velocity Selector

0.9 x 103

2.1 x 105 -
1.6 x l O 5 *
4.5 x 1QF

- i-"'

-.. 0.0008^

&001 1
: 0.001 ;;^;t

0.002

0.0024
0.002
0.002

-0.048

- 0.062
-0.10
-0.03

* Numbers in parentheses for LPSS and SPSS refer to the source to sample distance. The numbers for Dl 1 refer to
the mean wavelength and source to detector distance.

b The intensity values are for 1 MW for the LPSS and SPSS cases and 60 MW for D l l .
c The rms of Q at Q = 0.01 A1 .
d The Q range accessed in a single instrument configuration, as noted.
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Source

Table H

Hard Sphere Scattering (R = 150 A) for LPSS. and SPSS

Q-Range (A"1) Time (s) R(A) Rg(A)
1MW SPSS

(1 ms, 276 ms)

1MWLPSS
(1 ms, 734 ms)

Dll@ILL(10A,21m)
using CS2 cold source and

CONSTANZE velocity
selector

0.002-

0.002-
0.0035

0.002-

•0.11

•0.07
-0.13

0.029

3.02

4.08
2.01

1.7

149.9

148.6

141.3

±0.9

±0.7

±2.5

115.8

116.1

116.0

±0.8

±0.6

±0.6
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Fig. 1: A Daemen diagram illustrating chopper sampling of moderator spectrum. Lines show the

wavelength, X, and time of emission, t, as viewed at the detector. Pairs of lines show the

area sampled by each chopper: , To chopper; , frame definition chopper; - -

- -, frame overlap chopper. The To chopper blocks the initial pulse at t < 0 (wide line).

The TOF to the detector is t + (mL/h)A,; thus, the detector sees a band of neutron

wavelengths at each TOF interval that gives the TOF resolution of the experiment.

Fig. 2: The effect of To, frame definition and frame overlap chopper positions. The penumbra

effect is shown. The closer the choppers are to the source, the greater the penumbra effect

(light areas) and thus the smaller the useable flux in the frame.

Fig. 3: Effect of frame definition and frame overlap chopper positions on bandwidth. • . T Q

chopper at 4 m, frame overlap chopper at 5.6 m, and frame definition chopper at 8.45 m;

• , To chopper at 2.8 m, frame overlap chopper at 3.6 m, and frame definition chopper at

5.4 m.

Fig. 4: Effect of pulse tail on bandwidth at detector. • , 1710 us; • , 1000 us; A, 610 us; v , 270

us.

Fig. 5: Optimization of sample and detector positions for different Q-values. Upper frame, source

to sample length, Ls,; lower frame, source to detector length, L. • , Q = 0.01 A1; O, Q =

0.07 A1.

Fig. 6: R-T plots of 6-scatterers. Vertical scale is TOF and horizontal is detector radius. Lines of

intensity are at Q = 0.01 A 1 and 0.07 A*1, as labeled. Upper panel is the simulation for a

16 m SANS on a 60 Hz, 1 ms LPSS. The lower panel is for an 18 m instrument.

Fig. 7: Resolution of LPSS, SPSS and CW instruments. Closed light boxes are for Dl 1 at

different instrument configurations with the shortest (3.6 m), to the longest (76 m), total

length from top to bottom. The dark box is for the 18 m configuration of an LPSS. The

actual resolution for an LPSS or CW instruments, are lines within each box parallel to the

box bottom or top with a inversely proportional to X. The solid line is for an 18 m SPSS

instrument, and the dished line is for a 13 m LPSS for X ^ s 9.4 A.
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Fig. 8: Count rates ad LPSS, SPSS and CW instruments. Dl l : , 3.6mX=4.5A;

_, l lmX=5.5A; , 2 1 m k = 1 0 A . 18mSPSS: . LPSS: ,13

m Xmjo=9 A; hatched box 18 m and variable X. The intensity increases with decreasing X.
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